The cost of Active Network Management Schemes
at Distribution Level
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Abstract

Objectives

The growth of wind generation in distribution networks is leading to the development of Active
Network Management (ANM) strategies. ANM systems aim to increase the capacity of renewable
and distributed generation (DG) that can connect to the network.
In addition to DG, ANM schemes can also include storage devices and Demand Side
Management (DSM) strategies.
Currently ANM schemes are mainly part of network research and development programmes,
funded through network innovation schemes. In future, ANM schemes will need to cover the costs
of establishing such a scheme through payments from the network company and the users of the
network.
This research will cover the options for running ANM schemes as a ‘business as usual’ case, and
the impact that this could have on domestic demand customers’ energy bills.

This research aims to
•

Discuss possible Access Arrangements for wind generators as part of ANM schemes

•

Discuss the costs associated with ANM and the alternative solutions to network constraints

•

Discuss the operation of ANM schemes as a ‘Business as Usual’ case

•

Discuss the cost of ANM to domestic energy supply customers.

Background
To determine a business as usual case for ANM schemes, we must first consider the current costs, and processes. The following diagrams indicate possible contractual arrangements for non firm
connected wind generators (i.e. generators subject to curtailment due to voltage, frequency or thermal constraints on the network), the ‘building blocks’ which form the ANM scheme and make up the
bulk installation costs and finally an example of ANM costs from the Orkney ANM scheme [1].
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Figure 1: Possible Access Arrangements for Wind Generators in ANM schemes
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Figure 2: ANM scheme building blocks
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Figure 3: Case Study of Orkney ANM Scheme. The cost of the ANM scheme on the left is substantially less
than the cost of network reinforcements shown on the right. [1]. Orkney network image courtesy of SSE [2]
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Figure 4: Business model for ANM schemes, based on Supergen HiDEF Distributed Energy Business Model [4]
Isles New Energy Solutions (NINES) project 3].
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Conclusions
All costs for creating and managing ANM schemes could be recouped through UoS charging by introduction of a market for ancillary services. This market would be simpler than market at
transmission level. These charges filter down to consumer tariffs. Customers would be entitled to ‘rewards’ based on their le
vel of participation in ANM schemes.
DG would participate in a curtailment market where generators bid on a day-ahead basis for access to the network during constraints. All costs are recovered during a settlement period which would
see generators pay or be paid through UoS monthly payments.
Changes to connection arrangements for generators connecting to ANM schemes could increase customer bills by a minimal amount; however this increase will be a fraction of the cost which would
be incurred as a result of network upgrades. However there will be options available for customers to participate more actively in ANM schemes through the use of demand-side management which
can result in rewards for customers, and possible reductions in energy bills.
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